Health insurance in sub-Saharan Africa: a call for subsidies

De Allegri et al.1 rightly describe low enrolment as a principal problem related to the functioning of community health insurance (CHI) in sub-Saharan Africa. Furthermore, they identify a set of important factors affecting the decision to enroll. Nonetheless, on reflection about the evidence established by this paper and related research, I would like to suggest some additional considerations.

First of all, the described (and not too surprising) fact that the educational and, importantly, the socioeconomic status of a household play predominant roles in the decision of whether to enrol in health insurance is depicted by a series of articles2 as well as several systematic article reviews.3 Some of them are quoted by the authors themselves.4,5

Second, the consistency of this observation and the clear-cut cause–effect relationship between socioeconomic well being and the readiness to embark on an expenditure (be it for health insurance or anything else) allow the conclusion that wealth is a fundamental predictive factor for enrolment into health insurance.

Third, if then poverty can be understood as a risk factor for not embarking into health insurance, the discussion around an insurance approach for the poor should focus very much on the following three questions: What percentage of the population targeted by the envisaged or existing insurance scheme are too poor to enrol on their own? By which kind of corrective measures can they be included? What consequences do these measures have for the financial viability of the scheme?

Two recent analyses from Ghana6 and Rwanda7 suggest that the capacity of households to contribute financially is so weak that the dual objectives of mobilizing significant financial resources for health on one side, and of covering a large percentage of the targeted rural population on the other, are mutually exclusive. That is to say that insurance schemes requiring a contribution of little more than a few US dollars per year are beyond the reach of the majority, but they still do not allow the financing of reasonable (and thus attractive) health services! Furthermore, schemes charging about ten times such an amount are still affordable by a considerable minority of the population and maximize resource mobilization in absolute terms. This phenomenon is explained largely by the highly skewed distribution of wealth in the settings studied (as expressed equally by a high Gini coefficient). This finding seems to be one of the main reasons underlying the aforementioned low enrolment rate scrutinized by De Allegri et al. in many countries in sub-Saharan Africa, health insurance schemes might find themselves in a tragic situation: Depending on the design, people are either unable to pay for the schemes, or the schemes are unable to pay for the envisaged services.

Therefore, it is suggested that future research go beyond the identification of additional predictive factors for health insurance enrolment. If health insurance is to cover broader population strata in sub-Saharan Africa and to assure satisfactory health services, schemes will require continuous and long-term subsidies to bridge the gap between household capacity to contribute financially and the real costs of health care. The development of approaches addressing this dilemma should be considered as a research priority. They might include initiatives of north–south risk pooling as between the Netherlands and Ghana.8 This necessity is underpinned by the capacity of health insurance to formalize social protection and to create a market between health service providers and their “customers”, simultaneously alleviating poverty and empowering communities. Yet, available evidence points out that to play these roles, health insurance needs subsidies.
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within the DOTS approach is associated with significant side-effects. Side-effects such as hepatitis, dyspepsia, exanthema and arthralgia were responsible for termination of therapy in up to 23% of patients during the intensive phase. Medication side-effects were also found to be significantly associated with defaulting. At Kyrgyzstan prisons, where the author worked as a TB doctor in early 2007, medication side-effects were among the most common reasons for patient non-attendance at DOTS clinics. The author observed similar non-attendance and defaulting trends among community-based TB patients in northern Nigeria during the 1990s. The side-effects profile of TB chemotherapy is magnified in patients with concurrent HIV treatment and/or prior history of hepatitis, and those being treated with second-line drugs for multidrug-resistant TB, during which as many as 86% of patients may develop medication side-effects. To minimize the adverse impact of medication side-effects in TB treatment adherence, it is important that TB health staff are adequately trained in their recognition and management. Such training should include how to provide concise pretreatment counselling to patients on possible side-effects of treatment. It is also important that medications for managing side-effects should be ordered concurrently with the ordering of anti-TB chemotherapy to facilitate timely and adequate treatment of such side-effects.

The DOTS strategy contains elements of adherence and compliance. While these terms were initially used synonymously and are still commonly used interchangeably in TB literature, they have subtle but noteworthy significant differences. The term “adherence” (or “patient-centred compliance”) refers to the extent to which patients follow a prescribed regimen. It implies a more active and collaborative involvement of patients working with health-care providers in managing their treatment. “Adherence” is currently preferred to “compliance” in medical literature as it portrays a more respectful active role of the patient in disease management. It captures the increasing complexity of TB chemotherapy by characterizing patients as independent, intelligent and autonomous people who take active and voluntary roles in defining and pursuing goals for their medical treatment. The extent of treatment adherence may be facilitated by positive or negative attributes related to health system, social/family issues, personal factors, and drug factors (e.g. medication side-effects are negative drug attributes while a fixed-dose combination is a positive drug attribute in relation to treatment adherence). Empowerment of people with TB, and communities, through advocacy, communication and social mobilization as well as patient and community participation in TB care are important in facilitating treatment adherence using the DOTS approach.

In exceptional situations, the DOTS approach of facilitating adherence might not achieve its objectives, since patients need to make themselves available for treatment and are less likely to do so if they are imprisoned, suffer medication side-effects or experience homelessness, drug addiction, unemployment or alcoholism. In Kyrgyzstan prisons, the practice of self-administered anti-TB treatment on weekends was discontinued in March 2007 due to repeated documented evidence that many patients were trafficking their weekend TB medications, despite concerted efforts aimed at enhancing patient empowerment and peer support.

The most cited definition of treatment compliance is by Haynes – “the extent to which a person’s behaviour (in terms of taking medication following diets, or executing lifestyle changes) coincides with medical or health advice”. “Compliance” may be used to describe the “right of public health authorities to demand adherence” such as by compelling patients to take TB chemotherapy using Public Health Detention Orders. Or it may be used as a framework to evaluate adherence. For example, patients who adhere to TB medication as prescribed 95% of the time are said to demonstrate high compliance, while patients who adhere for 40% of the time are said to demonstrate low compliance. The World Health Organization defines a TB treatment defaulter as a patient whose treatment was interrupted for two consecutive months or more. It indicates a closure of the current treatment, and documents that patients’ compliance has been 0% for so long. As with HIV treatment, TB therapy requires high (> 90%) compliance to facilitate cure. Good adherence results in high compliance and absence of treatment default. Default rate is a crude approach to adherence monitoring, since it does not really reveal why the patient interrupted treatment for 2 or more consecutive months. Promptly implementing compliance assurance measures provide for better adherence monitoring than defaulter tracing, provided that a baseline compliance level is set at which investigation of the reasons for poor adherence can be undertaken. Currently at the Kyrgyzstan prison TB project, we undertake investigation of reasons for poor adherence if a patient misses at least two doses of anti-TB treatment in a week. This “patient contact” baseline period is in line with the maximum duration of non-adherence that will adversely impact on the efficacy of treatment.

Niyi Awofeso
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Results from a survey of the tested mothers indicated that approximately 10% of those women who disclosed their test results still experienced negative effects. These findings hardly indicate “low levels of spousal abuse and other adverse social consequences” in consideration of these women’s personal safety.

It is necessary to evaluate the opt-out approach for HIV testing by comparing the incidence of adverse effects with mothers who opted-in to HIV testing to conclude whether the benefit of the opt-out approach outweighs the risk. More importantly, more attention must be paid to the issue of domestic violence by partners after disclosure, since many cases have been reported in African countries.2,4 In addition, the authors should show the percentage of those mothers who had been tested and counselled before the study period. As the majority of mothers in the study were reportedly multiparae, they might have been tested for HIV in previous pregnancies. Mothers re-tested during the study are likely to have experienced fewer negative effects.

Moreover, I would like to suggest that the authors provide more information on the role of the community mobilization activities conducted before the introduction of the opt-out approach. Barriers and predictors to HIV testing have been investigated to improve the acceptance of HIV testing in PMTCT services.5,6 This research shows that community activities play an important role in clearing some of the barriers to testing and counselling services, therefore providing an entry point to prevention and care services including PMTCT. These activities, together with high-quality counsellors, might have contributed to increasing the acceptance of HIV testing and counselling and to reducing its adverse effects.

The contents of the community mobilization activities, including male involvement, could be analysed more and shared with readers, so as to provide a good model to commencing provider-initiated HIV testing and counselling (PITC) in other areas.

There have been a lot of arguments about human rights and HIV testing. However, I would like to stress that we need more good practices with successful increased uptake of PMTCT services and minimal negative impact, so as to provide practical ideas for the adaptation of the WHO guidelines on PITC at country level.7 The activities outlined in this study, especially those conducted in the community, could help to provide such ideas.

Kazuhiro Kakimoto
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Response to opt-out approach to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV

I read with great interest the paper on routine HIV testing for pregnant women in Zimbabwe by Winfreda Chandisarewa et al.1 The paper reported a significant increase in the acceptance of PMTCT (preventing mother-to-child transmission) services such as HIV testing, counselling and follow-up after the introduction of routine HIV testing (“opt-out” approach).

However, the conclusion that the opt-out approach for HIV testing was operationally feasible and acceptable to all women, and that HIV-infected women reported relatively low levels of spousal abuse and other adverse social consequences, seems to be overstated.

I would like to suggest that the authors provide more information on the role of the community mobilization activities conducted before the introduction of the opt-out approach. Barriers and predictors to HIV testing have been investigated to improve the acceptance of HIV testing in PMTCT services.5,6 This research shows that community activities play an important role in clearing some of the barriers to testing and counselling services, therefore providing an entry point to prevention and care services including PMTCT. These activities, together with high-quality counsellors, might have contributed to increasing the acceptance of HIV testing and counselling and to reducing its adverse effects.

The contents of the community mobilization activities, including male involvement, could be analysed more and shared with readers, so as to provide a good model to commencing provider-initiated HIV testing and counselling (PITC) in other areas.